You are asked to do more and better with less and fewer.

Is it even possible? It's no small feat juggling budget, facility, and learning needs. At Interior Concepts, our business is focused on helping you invest your resources wisely, with an eye to the future. This is why we design our educational furniture according to your space and application requirements. It's why we manufacture furniture solutions that withstand years of daily use and that reconfigure easily — backed by a lifetime warranty. This brochure is a starting point. Visit our website for more products and information. Interior Concepts. Solutions that fit.

In practice, few rooms have even-dimensional walls without obstacles, but our ability to use one-inch increments maximizes the number of workstations that fit in your space by going around columns, adjusting for windows, and framing doorways. Your rooms offer challenges; we offer solutions that fit.

Ensure that your furniture solution is exactly what you need. See your furniture in 3D and make live design changes — without leaving your desk. To watch a video and learn more, scan the QR code or visit www.interiorconcepts.com/learnmore.
Computer Labs

Degrees of difference. In computer labs, our workstations smoothly integrate technology and learning. Each station is designed to provide space-efficient work areas for the greatest number of students. The Chase™ Wire Management System simplifies equipment connections, and ergonomic accessories, like monitor arms and adjustable keyboard trays, support student health.
Media Centers

High tech, high purpose. Students and teachers alike benefit from our media centers. With their one-inch-square steel frames, our workstation clusters provide more study room and more learning possibilities while optimizing floor space. All necessary cables run through the Chase Wire Management System, so there are no exposed cords.

Media Curve: Standing Height

Circulation Desk

Study Carrels
Technology Stations: Labs, S.T.E.M., FACs

Smarter classrooms. Our high-tech furniture simplifies technology and multiplies teaching options. Completely modular, our workstations can be set up as singles, doubles, or four-adjoining quads and are easy to reconfigure. The Chase® Wire Management System keeps computers connected and cords hidden. Also, central storage units house accessories, and CPU holders keep computers safely tucked under the worksurface.
Learning flexibility. With their solid construction, wear-resistant laminate tops, and four leg options — fixed, mobile, height-adjustable, and flip-top — our tables add almost unlimited utility to educational environments. Practical details, including modesty panels, wire management, ganging mechanisms, worksurface power, and data options, provide functional flexibility. Worksurface, edge, and leg colors offer aesthetic versatility.
Instructor Desks

Welcome to the future. Classrooms and teaching styles have evolved to facilitate group learning and teacher interaction, and so has our furniture. We have replaced the traditional large, rectangular desk with stations that can be designed to satisfy different needs, tastes, and teaching styles. Worksurfaces are available in various shapes and sizes, and pedestal drawer units provide secure storage for instructional tools.
Administration Offices

Intelligent function. Providing staff with the right furniture and work tools helps to facilitate day-to-day productivity and increases job satisfaction. Our administrative office solutions address space and task requirements. They offer a full range of ergonomic desktops, storage components, and paper-management accessories. And they come in a wide variety of image-enhancing finish options.
Reception Desks

Campus connection. Create a strong first impression with our reception stations. Low side panels are inviting to visitors and students, while high front panels give privacy to staff. Ergonomic transaction counters provide comfortable support for school business. A broad palette of style, fabric, and finish options offers a consistent and coordinated look campus wide.
Chase™ Wire Management System

The largest cable capacity. The easiest to use. And quicker, more cost-effective installation. Our unparalleled Chase Wire Management System has it all. The large, open Chase system runs from station to station and is easily accessed by sliding doors. Changing computers and rerouting wires is a snap — saving time and money during reconfiguration. Original installation is even easier since cables can be easily laid throughout the Chase system, unlike other systems’ narrow panel raceways. Whether you need powered or non-powered, our Chase Wire Management System can accommodate your every need.

Chase Options: Full Height, Back to Back, Suspended

Full-height Chase

Full-height, Back-to-back Chase

Suspended Chase

A Sampling of Accessories

To see more options, please visit www.interiorconcepts.com, or ask your sales representative.

Workstations: CPU Holders, Desktop Lighting, Desktop Power, Modesty Panels

Ergonomics: Ergonomic Keyboards, Keyboard Trays, Monitor Arms, Paper Management

Storage: Bookcases, Media Cabinets, Pedestals, Wardrobe Cabinets

Seating: Conference, Guest, Multipurpose, Task